Abstract This study investigates future changes of Global Monsoon (GM) under anthropogenic global warming using 20 coupled models that participated in the phase five of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) by comparing two runs: the historical run for 1850-2005 and the Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 4.5 run for 2006-2100. A metrics for evaluation of models' performance on GM is designed to document performance for 1980-2005 and best four models are selected. The four best models' multi-model ensemble (B4MME) projects the following changes in the twenty-first century under the RCP4.5 scenario. (1) Monsoon domain will not change appreciably but land monsoon domain over Asia tends to expand westward by 10.6 %. (2) The annual mean and range of GM precipitation and the percentage of local summer rainfall will all amplify at a significant level over most of the global region, both over land and over ocean. (3) There will be a more prominent northern-southern hemispheric asymmetry and eastern-western hemispheric asymmetry. (4) Northern Hemisphere (NH) monsoon onset will be advanced and withdrawal will be delayed. (5) Changes in monsoon precipitation exhibits huge differences between the NH and the Southern hemisphere (SH). The NH monsoon precipitation will increase significantly due to increase in temperature difference between the NH and SH, significant enhancement of the Hadley circulation, and atmospheric moistening, against stabilization of troposphere. There is a slight decrease of the Walker circulation but not significant against the inter-model spread.
Introduction
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth assessment report (AR4) stated that the current understanding of future climate change in the monsoon regions remains one of considerable uncertainty with respect to circulation and precipitation (IPCC AR4 Sections 3.7, 8.4.10 and 10.3.5.2) . Although multi-model projections of precipitation change generally show a ''rich-gets-richer'' pattern, projections strongly depend on region. An increase in precipitation is projected in the Asian monsoon (along with an increase in interannual season-averaged precipitation variability) and the southern part of the west African monsoon with some decrease in the Sahel in northern summer, as well as an increase in the Australian monsoon in southern summer in a warmer climate. Differently from precipitation, Asian monsoon circulation was projected to decrease by 15 % (Tanaka et al. 2005; Ueda et al. 2006) . The monsoonal precipitation in Mexico and Central America is projected to decrease in association with increasing precipitation over the eastern equatorial Pacific through Walker Circulation and local Hadley Circulation changes. However, the uncertain role of aerosols complicates the nature of future projections of monsoon precipitation, particularly in the Asian monsoon.
Monsoon, in the generic sense, is a response of the coupled atmosphere-land-ocean system to the annual variation in solar forcing . Over the past decade, the Global Monsoon (GM) has been viewed as a global-scale, persistent atmospheric overturning that varies according to the time of year (Trenberth et al. 2000; Trenberth and Stepaniak 2004) . Wang and Ding (2008) defined the GM as the dominant mode of the annual variation of the tropical precipitation and low-level winds, which characterize the seasonality of Earth's climate. Thus, the annual variation of all regional monsoons can be viewed as an integrated GM system. Changes in the regional monsoons cannot be fully understood unless we consider within a global perspective. Unfortunately, the change of the monsoons on global scale under increasing greenhouse gases forcing and aerosols has not been clearly documented. Recently, Hsu et al. (2012) showed that most models in the CMIP3 and CMIP5 project an increase of global monsoon area and precipitation under global warming mainly attributable to the increases of moisture convergence and surface evaporation. However, evaluation of models' historical simulations and estimation of uncertainty in the corresponding future projections are prerequisite to assessment of the future changes. These will be carefully examined in the present study.
Due to lack of observations over ocean, GM precipitation cannot be fully studied until recently. It has been recognized that GM precipitation over land decreased from 1950 to 1980, but leveled off after 1980 (Wang and Ding 2006) . Satellite estimate of oceanic monsoon rainfall indicated an increasing trend over the recent three decades (Wang and Ding 2006) which has increased the total GM rainfall Hsu et al. 2011) . Wang et al. (2012) attributed the recent increasing trend to (a) increased land-ocean and inter-hemispheric thermal contrasts, and (b) natural multi-decadal variability that induced Eastern Pacific (EP) cooling-Western Pacific (WP) warming. The increasing land-ocean and inter-hemispheric thermal gradients are likely a consequence of the anthropogenic forcing ) because the projected future temperature change shows a robust warm Northern Hemisphere (NH)-cold Southern Hemisphere (SH) and warm land-cold ocean warming pattern (Chou et al. 2007 ). In addition, the majority of the climate models in IPCC AR4 projected an EP warming or reduced SST gradient across the equatorial Pacific under increasing greenhouse gases forcing (Meehl et al. 2007b) . However, it is difficult to quantify what GM precipitation changes should be expected in future under anthropogenic global warming because climate models tend to agree poorly on standard measures of such changes (Neelin et al. 2006) .
This study investigates the future changes of GM projected by the 20 Coupled General Circulation Models (CGCMs) that participated in the phase five of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) by comparing two runs: the historical run under changing solar-volcanic forcing and anthropogenic influences from 1850 to 2005 and the Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 4.5 run assuming that radiative forcing will stabilize with an increases of about 4.5 Wm -2 after 2100 (Taylor et al. 2012 ). We also analyze the third phases of the CMIP (CMIP3) twentieth century Climate in Coupled Model (20C3M) simulation from 1950 to 1999 and the Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) balance across all sources (A1B, 720 ppm stabilization experiment) from 2050 to 2099 (Meehl et al. 2007a) in comparison with the CMIP5 simulations. Detailed description of the model and data used is given in Sect. 2. Section 3 evaluates historical simulations of the 20 coupled models against the observation for the period of 1980-2005. Spatial distribution of the GM future change and transient response are discussed in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 summarizes the results.
Model and data

Models and experiments
Total 20 CGCMs participated in the CMIP5 are used in this study. Table 1 lists the model name, institution and horizontal resolution of atmospheric component. Two experiments are investigated. One is the historical run (i.e., the twentieth century run) from 1850 to 2005 and the other is the RCP 4.5 run from 2006 to 2100. The historical run was imposed changing conditions consistent with observations which may include atmospheric composition (including CO 2 ) due to both anthropogenic and volcanic influences, solar forcing, emissions or concentrations of short-lived species and natural and anthropogenic aerosols or their precursors, and land use. The RCP4.5 run assumes that radiative forcing will increase and then stabilize at about 4.5 Wm -2 after 2100 and is chosen as a ''central'' scenario in CMIP5 (Taylor et al. 2012) .
Seven models (CanESM2, GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-CC, HadGEM2-ES, MIROC-ESM, MPI-ESM, and Nor-ESM1-M) in the CMIP5 are Earth System Models (ESM). They include bio-geochemical components that account for the important fluxes of carbon between the ocean, atmosphere, and terrestrial biosphere carbon reservoirs and may in some cases include interactive prognostic aerosol, chemistry, and dynamical vegetation components (Taylor et al. 2012) . Thus, CMIP5 models may have larger response to natural forcing and aerosols than CMIP3 CGCMs (Yeh et al. 2012) . Some of CMIP5 CGCMs perform simulations with a higher resolution or a more complete treatment of atmospheric chemistry than CMIP3 CGCMs. One can find detailed information on CMIP5 models and experiments at http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ cmip5/experiment_design.html and some related papers (e.g., Taylor et al. 2012 ).
In general, the CMIP5 CGCMs have a larger number of ensemble simulations for the historical run than for the RCP4.5 run. For more fair comparison, we use the same number of ensemble members for the two runs in individual models. Table 1 shows the number of ensemble members used for each model. To validate the CGCMs in their historical simulations with respect to observation, each model run was interpolated to a common 2.5°lat 9 2.5°lon grid. The multi-model ensemble (MME) mean was constructed with equal weights. Model climatology was obtained for the 26 years of 1980-2005. The CMIP3 multi-model simulations are also used in this study in comparison with the CMIP5 simulations. We analyze the 20C3M from 1950 to 1999 and the SRESA1B from 2050 to 2099 (Meehl et al. 2007a) . One can find detail information on the CMIP3 models and experiments at http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/standard_output.html# Experiments and some related papers (e.g., Meehl et al. 2007a, b) .
Observation
Monthly precipitation data used in this study were obtained from (1) the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) dataset (Xie and Arkin 1997 ) from 1979 to 2010, (2) Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) data version 2.2 from 1979 to 2010 (Huffman et al. 2009 ) provided by the National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL) Physical Sciences Division (PSD), and (3) the twentieth century merged statistical analyses of historical monthly precipitation anomalies REConstructed Globally (hereafter 20C RECG) from 1900 to 2008 (Smith et al. 2010) . The twentieth century reanalysis (20CR) data (Compo et al. 2011 ) are used for monthly surface temperature, mean sea level pressure, horizontal wind, specific humidity, and air temperature from 1871 to 2010. All observed data were interpolated to a common 2.5°lat 9 2.5°lon grid. Same as the model data, observed climatology was obtained for the 26 years Wang and Ding (2008) that was designed to better understand the physical processes by which the coupled atmosphere-land-ocean system respond to the solar radiative forcing. The metrics includes (1) the annual mean precipitation, (2) the first and second annual cycle modes of annual variation of precipitation (i.e. the solstice mode and equinox asymmetric mode), (3) GM precipitation intensity and domain. The performance on GM precipitation domain reflects models' capability in simulation of the seasonal distribution of precipitation as well as the total amount of annual precipitation at each location. One can find the detail information on the metrics in Wang and Ding (2008) and Wang et al. (2011) . These metrics have been proven to be a very useful tool for gauging the performance of current models in simulating the annual variation in global monsoon precipitation (Lee et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2011) . The metrics are also applicable to studies on the centennial variation of monsoon precipitation in the last millennium using a coupled ocean-atmosphere model (Liu et al. 2009 and modern dynamics (Hsu et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2012) . The simple composited monthly mean CMAP and GPCP precipitation data are used as observations in this section. Based on the models' performance in simulation of the GM metrics, we selected some best models for further assessment of future changes.
Annual mean precipitation
The CMIP5 20 CGCMs' MME well reproduces the observed features of annual mean precipitation including the major tropical oceanic convergence zones, the major precipitation zones in the extra-tropical Pacific and Atlantic storm track, and remarkable longitudinal and latitudinal asymmetries (Fig. 1a) . In general, models tend to produce double ITCZ in the eastern Pacific. A difference map between the observation and MME simulation (not shown) indicates that the MME tends to underestimate precipitation over the Eastern Indian Ocean, the Bay of Bengal, the equatorial western Pacific, and tropical Brazil, but overestimate precipitation over the Maritime Continent, Philippines, and the high-elevated terrains such as the Andes, Sierra Madrea, and the Tibetan Plateau. These biases are common in the state-ofthe-art coupled models (Lee et al. 2010) .
To objectively evaluate the models' performance on annual mean precipitation, we calculate the pattern correlation coefficient (PCC) and normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) between the observation and simulation by individual CGCMs and their MME over the global region of 60°S-60°N, 0°-360°E (Fig. 2a) . The NRMSE is the RMSE normalized by the observed standard deviation that is calculated with reference to the global mean. The individual models' PCCs range from 0.76 to 0.89 and NRMSE from 0.51 to 0.89. The MME is evidently better than individual models in simulating annual mean precipitation with the PCC of 0.91 and the NRMSE of 0.41.
The first and second modes of annual variation
Following Wang and Ding (2008) we define two annualcycle modes by EOF analysis of the climatological monthly mean precipitation which account for 68 and 15 % of the total annual variation of precipitation, respectively. The first mode represents a solstice global monsoon mode and its spatial pattern can be captured extremely well by the difference between June-July-August-September (JJAS) and December-January-February-March (DJFM) mean precipitation. The second mode represents an equinox asymmetric mode (or spring-fall asymmetric mode) and its spatial pattern can be very well captured by the difference between April-May (AM) and OctoberNovember (ON) mean precipitation. Figure 1b and c shows that the 20 models' MME simulates the first annual cycle mode with a high fidelity and the second annual cycle mode reasonably well. The models tend to underestimate the solstice monsoon mode over the East Asia monsoon region, the South China Sea and Philippine Sea and overestimate the equinox asymmetric mode over most of the Tropics. Figure 2b and c shows that the CMIP5 models can reproduce the observed first annual cycle mode realistically but they have difficulty in getting the second mode right. The individual models have a PCC from 0.74 to 0.85 and a NRMSE from 0.55 to 0.9 for the first mode and a PCC from 0.55 to 0.78 and a NRMSE from 0.8 to 1.49 for the second mode. The MME is more effective for the first mode than the second mode, since model spread for the second mode is much larger. The MME's PCC is 0.91 (0.78) and the MME's NRMSE is 0.47 (0.79) for the first (second) mode, respectively, over the global region.
The GM precipitation intensity and domain
The GM precipitation intensity is defined by the ratio of local summer-minus-winter precipitation to the annual total, where summer means May-June-July-August-September (MJJAS) for the NH and November-DecemberJanuary-February-March (NDJFM) for the SH and winter means NDJFM for the NH and MJJAS for the SH. The GM precipitation domain is defined by the regions where the summer-minus-winter precipitation exceeds 2.5 mm day -1 and the GM precipitation intensity exceeds 0.55 . The CMIP5 models' MME well captures the GM precipitation intensity and domain ( Fig. 1d ) except over the Western North Pacific-East Asia monsoon region. Figure 2d shows the PCC and NRMSE between the observed and simulated GM precipitation intensity indicating the MME is very effective for improving the intensity simulation. The individual models have a PCC from 0.78 to 0.86 and a NRMSE from 0.53 to 0.68. The MME has the PCC of 0.9 and the RMSE of 0.41.
Best model selection
Taking into account the significant inter-model spread over their MME, particularly for the second annual cycle mode ( Fig. 2) , efforts have been made to optimally select some of best models in reproducing GM precipitation during historical run period for the sake of more reliable MME construction and future projection.
The model selection is based on the PCC and signal-tonoise ratio for the annual mean precipitation, the combined first and second annual-cycle modes, and GM precipitation intensity. We combined the PCCs of the first and second annual cycle mode by weighting their fractional-variance contributions to the annual variation (0.68 and 0.15 respectively), following Lee et al. (2010) . The signal-tonoise ratio is defined by the ratio of the absolute value of the MME (as a signal) to inter-model standard deviation against the MME (as a noise). The averaged signal-to-noise ratio tends to decrease as the number of models used for the MME increases, while the averaged PCC is the highest when the four or five best models are used for the MME (Figure not shown) . Since the fifth best model (ACCESS1) did not participated in the CMIP3, we select four best models whose MME has a better skill with much less uncertainty than the 20-model's MME as well as other subsets of MME for capturing GM precipitation climatology. The best four models are CanESM2, CNRM-CM5, HadGEM2-ES, and MIROC5. Figure 3 compares the PCCs and threat score of individual models, the 20-models' MME and the best four models' MME (B4MME, hereafter). The threat score is defined by the number of hit grids divided by the sum of hit, missed, and false-alarm grids ).
In Fig. 3 , we also evaluate performance of the 19 CMIP3 models in simulating GM precipitation. The four modeling groups that were selected for the best models in the CMIP5 also participated in the CMIP3. The models corresponding to CanESM2, CNRM-CM5, HadGEM2-ES, and MIROC5 in the CMIP5 are CCCMA-CGCM3.1-t63, CNRM-CM3, HadGEM1, and MIROC3-2-HR in the CMIP3. All four models in the CMIP3 were forced with historical greenhouse gases as well as the time varying ozone, sulfate and volcanic aerosols, and solar output. It is noted that considerable improvement from the CMIP 3 to CMIP5 models were made including increase in resolution and more complete treatment of the atmospheric chemistry. In particular, CanESM2 and HadGEM2-ES are Earth System Models incorporating with interactive prognostic aerosols, chemical elements, and dynamical vegetation (Taylor et al. 2012) .
The GM assessment is applied to the CMIP3 19 models' MME and the four selected models' MME (CMIP3 4MME hereafter). To calculate the four skill measures, climatology was used from 1980 to 1999 for both CMIP3 models and observation. It is shown that there are some improvements from the CMIP3 to CMIP5 in the skill measures. In particular, the CMIP5 B4MME better simulate GM precipitation intensity and domain than the CMIP3 4MME (Fig. 3b) . The signal-to-noise ratio for the GM precipitation climatology is also larger in the CMIP5 B4MME than the CMIP3 4MME (not shown). This section discusses future change of GM precipitation by comparing climatological means during the historical run period and the RCP4.5 run period (2070-2095) using the CMIP5 B4MME selected in Sect. 3. Changes estimated by the difference between the 20C3M (1980 ( -1999 ( ) and SRESA1B (2070 ( -2095 simulation in the CMIP3 4MME are also compared. Figure 4a compares the GM precipitation domain between the historical and RCP4.5 run. The B4MME projects only 4.6 % increase of GM domain in future, which is less than the standard deviation of inter-model spread (i.e. model uncertainty) as well as the B4MME's bias over the observed domain. The monsoon domains will not change appreciably over land (2.6 % increases) except for the Asia monsoon but will increase over oceanic monsoon regions by 6.3 %. The land monsoon domain over Asia tends to expand westward with 10.6 % increase in monsoon extent.
Monsoon domain and monsoonality
The monsoonality defined by the percentage of local summer rainfall will change significantly (Fig. 4b) . Here the local summer refers to MJJAS (NDJFM) for the NH (SH). Stippling in Fig. 4b indicates area where the magnitude of the change in the monsoonality of the B4MME exceeds the uncertainty measured by the standard deviation of inter-model spread against the B4MME. The contribution of local summer rainfall to annual mean precipitation will increase over most subtropical regions and decrease over extratropical regions. An increase of the percentage of local summer rainfall is expected over most of the observed GM domains (red contours) including some parts of the Western North Pacific-East Asia, Africa, Australia, South America monsoon, while a decrease is projected over the South Asia and North American monsoon region. It is interesting to note that an increase is projected over many part of arid or semiarid region (grey contour in Fig. 4b) . The arid and semiarid regions are defined as regions where summer precipitation rate is less than 1 mm day -1 . In addition, the changes are more prominent over the NH than the SH. It is further noted that spatial distribution of the projected changes by the 20-models' MME is very similar to that by the B4MME although the amplitude of its change is less and its uncertainty (inter-model spread) is much larger.
Annual mean and annual range of GM precipitation
The CMIP5 B4MME projects significant increases in annual mean precipitation over most parts of the globe including the entire Asian monsoon region, most extratropical regions, and the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Remarkable decreases are shown over South America, most parts of the SH oceanic regions, and some parts of the Eastern North Pacific and Eastern North Atlantic Ocean (upper panel of Fig. 5a ). The projected changes by the CMIP3 4MME are also presented in Fig. 5a (lower panel) . In general, the CMIP3 projections well agree with the CMIP5 results. However, there are several differences. First, the CMIP5 projects a less 'wet-get-wetter and (a) (b) Fig. 3 Overall assessment of the 20 CGCMs, their MME, and the best four models' MME (B4MME): a PCCs of annual mean (abscissa) versus annual cycle (ordinate), and b PCC of the climatological GMPI (abscissa) versus threat score of monsoon domain (ordinate). The best four models are CanESM2, CNRM-CM5, HadGEM2-ES, and MIROC5. For comparison, assessment was also made for the 19 CMIP3 models and their MME. The MME was also made using four models of CMIP3 corresponding to the best four models of CMIP5 (i.e., CMIP3-4MME)
Future change of global monsoon in the CMIP5 107 dry-get-drier' pattern than the CMIP3 does. Second, the CMIP5 projects a larger increase in annual mean precipitation over the entire Asian monsoon region with less uncertainty. Third, the CMIP3 projects much larger decrease of the North American monsoon precipitation than the CMIP5. Finally, the center of increased precipitation over the equatorial Pacific is located further to the east in CMIP5 than CMIP3. The differences may be related to the changes in SST mean field. It is noted that the center of SST mean change in the CMIP5 is shifted eastward compared to the CMIP3 (not shown). Further analysis is necessary for the causes of the differences. Both CMIP5 and CMIP3 models predict amplification of global monsoon rainfall in future (Fig. 5b) . In particular, significant increases of the annual range are seen over the South Asian monsoon region, South African monsoon region, and subtropical Pacific and Atlantic Oceans while reduced annual range is evident over the North American monsoon region and many part of North America.
It is important to note that there will be a more prominent east-west asymmetry (Eastern Hemisphere monsoon gets more precipitation and western Hemisphere monsoon get less) and north-south asymmetry (NH monsoon gets more precipitation and SH monsoon gets less) in global monsoon precipitation. The Eastern Hemisphere monsoon includes the African and Asian-Australian monsoon while the Western Hemisphere monsoon includes the American monsoons.
It should be mentioned that there is no guarantee that the B4MME will produce more reliable future projections in regional scales in comparison with all models' MME (Schaller et al. 2011) . To this end, we also investigated future projects using all CMIP5 models' MME for annual mean and range of global precipitation. Figure 6 shows that the spatial distribution of future change estimated by using the all models' MME is almost the same as that estimated by the B4MME. However, the all models' MME have much larger uncertainty (in other word, inter-model spread) than the B4MME. Fig. 4 Change of GM precipitation domain and percentage of local summer rainfall: a the monsoon domain in the observation (mid-blue shading), the B4MME historical simulation (black solid line), and RCP45 simulation (red dashed line). The period used to determine the monsoon domain is from 1980 to 2005 for the observation and historically simulation and from 2070 to 2095 for the RCP45 simulation. The definition of monsoon domain is the same as in Fig. 1 and the dry regions (outlined by grey) have summer precipitation rate \1 mm day We further investigate changes in precipitation during DJF and JJA projected by the CMIP5 B4MME and CMIP3 4MME (Fig. 7) . During austral summer, both CMIP5 and CMIP3 MME project an increase in monsoon precipitation over the Southern Africa and northern and southeast Australia (Fig. 7a) . However, CMIP3 projects a slight increase of precipitation but the CMIP5 predicts significant decrease of precipitation over the South American monsoon region. During northern summer, both CMIP5 and CMIP3 MME project a significant increase of monsoon precipitation over the Asian-Western North Pacific monsoon region and remarkable decrease of precipitation over the North American monsoon and Venezuelan monsoon regions (Fig. 7b) . This contrasting feature is more significant in the CMIP5 projection. Over the West African monsoon region, the CMIP5 expects a more significant increase of precipitation than the CMIP3. The significant increase of summer precipitation over the entire Asian monsoon region is accompanied by the decrease of precipitation over the Sahara desert and most part of Europe, suggesting the monsoon-desert coupling (Hoskins and Rodwell 1995) is in action. The remarkable decrease of summer precipitation over the North American monsoon region may be related to the significant increase of precipitation over the eastern equatorial Pacific.
(a) (b)
Similar to the CMIP3 projection of surface temperature (Meehl et al. 2007b ), the CMIP5 B4MME projects (1) increased land-ocean thermal contrast, (2) increased interhemispheric thermal contrasts and (3) an El-Nino type warming that reduced SST gradient across the equatorial Pacific under the global warming in both boreal winter and summer (Fig. 8) . Along with temperature increase, there is an overall increase in 850-hPa specific humidity everywhere (Fig. 9a, c) . However, the increase of moisture is spatially uneven and the pattern is extremely similar to the precipitation change (Fig. 7) rather than to the temperature change (Fig. 8) , suggesting that both monsoon rainfall and low-level humidity changes are associated with the same large scale circulation changes (Fig. 9b, d ) under anthropogenic global warming. Figure 9 also indicates that atmospheric moisture will be increased more over the monsoon domains than dry regions in both boreal winter and summer.
The changes in circulation during northern summer shown in Fig. 9d are characterized by a salient decreasing SLP over the northwestern Eurasian continent and North Africa; correspondingly, a giant, enhanced cyclonic circulation dominating the Eurasia and North Africa, which, on 
Seasonality: onset and withdrawal
The NH summer monsoon commences in May and withdraws largely in September (Wang and LinHo 2002) . Therefore, an increasing precipitation in May and September means an earlier onset and later withdrawal. Figure 10 indicates that the NH monsoon onset will advance and withdrawal will delay, suggesting lengthening of summer monsoon period, particularly over the Asian monsoon region. Over the North American monsoon region, September precipitation is seen to be substantially increased but changes in May precipitation is marginal. Over most of the NH high latitude ([50°N), lengthening of summer rainy period is also expected, while precipitation in May and September will slightly decrease over some part of dry region and some part of the NH oceans. Results also indicate that the NH extratropical region with Mediterranean climate characterized by warm/hot and dry summers and mild/cool and wet winters will expect lengthening of winter rainy period.
Transient trends
GM precipitation
This section discusses transient trends of GM precipitation obtained from the B4MME from 1850 to 2100 along with the RECG precipitation from 1900 to 2008. The anomalies were obtained against climatology from 1980 to 2005. In Fig. 11a , the reconstructed Global summer monsoon precipitation obtained from the RECG exhibits a gradual increasing trend from 1900 to 2008 superimposed by large interannual to interdecadal variations. In particular, it exhibits a slight decreasing trend from 1950 to 1990 and then an increasing trend from 1990 associated with strong interdecadal variation. The B4MME realistically captures the trend and interdecadal variation for the recent 50 year period , whereas disagrees with the trend shown by RECG data during the first half of the twentieth century. The later discrepancy may be also due to lack of observation over the ocean but we are not certain. Nevertheless the agreement in the latter half of the twentieth century seems encouraging and may suggest the MME has some capability of capturing the observed variation because the precipitation data after 1979 is considered reliable. Along with a strong warming trend of the global mean surface temperature (green long-dashed line), the simulated GM precipitation gradually increases superimposed by interannual to decadal variation. The increasing trend of the global mean precipitation is almost the same as that of the GM precipitation with a gradual increase from 1990 to 2100. The global mean precipitation anomaly reaches about 0.12 mm day -1 at year of 2100 against climatology of 1980-2005. We should also note that the trends of GM precipitation and global mean precipitation are not consistent with the global mean temperature trend in the period before 1980. This may suggest that the consistent trends between the global mean temperature and global precipitation take place only during recent rapid warming (also data are reliable) and in future continuing rapid warming period. Figure 12 further indicates that both the global mean and the GM precipitation will increase 0.057 mm day
per Kelvin global mean temperature rise that is corresponding to 1.9 and 1.3 % increase per Kelvin global mean temperature rise for the global mean and GM precipitation, respectively, against the 1980-2005 climatology (2.94 and 4.28 mm day -1 , respectively). It is to note that the CMIP5 B4MME likely has larger response to natural forcing and aerosols than the CMIP3 4MME as suggested by Yeh et al. (2012) . The global mean temperature anomaly reaches at 2.2 K in the CMIP5 B4MME (Fig. 10 ) but 3.4 K in the CMIP3 4MME (not shown). However, response of precipitation is larger in the CMIP5 than the CMIP3. The CMIP3 4MME projects that global mean and GM precipitation will increase by 1.4 and 1 %, respectively, per one degree warming (Fig. 12) .
It is important to note that changes in monsoon precipitation exhibits huge differences between the NH and the SH (Fig. 11b, c) . The NH monsoon precipitation will be dramatically intensified, reaching 0.2-0.25 mm day -1 at year of 2100, a rate slightly faster than the NH mean precipitation increase. The NH mean precipitation and monsoon precipitation will increase by 2.8 and 3.1 %, respectively, per Kelvin global warming (Fig. 12) . In sharp contrast, the SH monsoon precipitation will slightly decrease, although not statistically significant.
Comparison of Figs. 12 and 13 indicate large discrepancies exist between the CMIP 3 and CMIP 5 selected models MME in terms of change of SH monsoon precipitation rates. The CMIP5 B4MME predicts 0.3 % decrease of the SH mean monsoon precipitation per one degree warming (Fig. 12) , but the CMIP3 4MME projects 0.6 % increase (Fig. 13) .
These projected results are consistent with the monsoon precipitation trends/changes in the recent three decades (1979-2010) detected by Wang et al. (2012) using reliable observations. Wang et al. (2012) found that the NH summer monsoon precipitation has significantly increased over the 1979-2010 period whereas the SH summer monsoon precipitation has no trend. They attributed this difference to the hemispheric thermal contrast change: the NH warms much more than the SH in the past three decades, which has increased the hemispheric thermal contrast that generates a cross equatorial flow from southern to northern hemisphere which favors intensification of the NH monsoon but tends to decreases the SH monsoon precipitation increase or offsets the increase due to increasing moisture content. The same hemispheric trend will occur during the twenty-first century warming. This issue will revisit in the next subsection.
The monsoon domain comes across both land and adjacent oceans. One may more concern with the change in the land monsoon precipitation. As shown in Fig. 14, the GM precipitation shows a similar level of increasing trend over both the ocean and land, although over the ocean the monsoon precipitation has a larger variability and uncertainty than that over the land (Fig. 14) .
Future change of the circulation and thermodynamics
Changes in circulation are also investigated in terms of the Walker and Hadley Cell strength. Using 20C3M and SRE-SA1B simulations of 15 CMIP3 CGCMs, Tanaka et al. (2005) showed that Hadley, Walker, and monsoon circulations during boreal summer will be weakened by 9, 8, and 14 %, respectively, by the late twenty-first century. In this study, the low-level Walker Cell strength is defined by the negative value of the annual mean of 850-hPa zonal wind (U850) averaged over 10°S-10°N, 150°E-80°W. The Hadley cell strength is measured by the DJF vertical differential divergence between 200 and 850 hPa, averaged over 5°S-10°N, 40°E-80°W. In comparison with precipitation change (a) (b) Fig. 13 Same as Fig. 12 except for the CMIP3 4MME. The difference between the NH and SH slopes is significant at 95 % confidence level for a area mean but not for b monsoon precipitation (Fig. 11) , the circulation change is dominated by interannual to interdecadal variation, particularly in 20CR (not shown). While the B4MME is able to capture changes in GM precipitation during recent 50 years, it has difficulty in capturing changes in circulation, especially the Walker cell strength (not shown). Thus, larger uncertainty is expected in the projection of circulations. Besides, large uncertainty of the 20CR data should be considered, particularly during the first half of twentieth century. Figure 15 shows that the CMIP5 B4MME tends to predict a weakening of Walker Cell strength (an increase of westerly) that is attributable to weakening of SST gradient and pressure gradient along the equatorial Pacific due to ElNino type future warming pattern (shown in Fig. 8 ). The Walker Cell strength decreases by 1.6 % per one degree warming that is not statistically significant considering large inter-model spread. On the other hand, DJF Hadley Cell strength increases by 4.1 % per one degree warming that is comparable to inter-model spread. The results here differ from the previous studies (e.g., Tanaka et al. 2005) . We also found that the CMIP3 4MME projects decreases in both the Walker and Hadley Cell strengths by 0.08 and 5.4 %, respectively, per one degree warming (Fig. 15) . The projection of decrease of Hadley Cell strength by CMIP3 4MME is more significant than that of Walker Cell strength. Further study is needed to understand why Walker circulation will not change significantly and why the projection of Hadley circulation is different between the CMIP3 and CMIP5 models.
It is noted that atmosphere is expected to be more stabilized in future that may lead to the weakening of the NH monsoon. Figure 16a and b shows a gradual decreasing trend of dry static stability in both upper and lower troposphere from 1980 to 2100. The negative anomaly of the dry static stability represents stabilization of atmosphere against climatological mean.
The CMIP5 models well capture the decreasing trend from 1980 to 2010 with relatively less uncertainty than the circulation, indicating the model's projection for the static stability may be more reliable than other variables.
Why will the NH monsoon precipitation increase in future (Fig. 11b) while the SH counterpart will not change or slightly decrease (Fig. 11c) ? Figure 16c indicates the increase of the NH monsoon precipitation shown in Fig. 11b is attributable to the increase of temperature difference between the NH and SH leading to enhancement of the Hadley circulation (Fig. 15b) . This is consistent with the conclusion derived from observed results shown in Wang et al. (2012) . This hemispheric differential warming pattern favors enhancement of the NH monsoon but weakening of the SH monsoon precipitation. In addition, moisture in the atmosphere is expected to be substantially increased associated with the atmospheric warming, that will also contribute to increase of the NH monsoon precipitation. The B4MME projects that 850-hPa specific humidity will increase 6.6 and 5.5 % per one Kelvin global mean temperature over the NH and SH monsoon region, respectively. Held and Soden (2006) also showed significant increase in lower-tropospheric water vapor in the CMIP3 models.
It is also noted that the B4MME projects significant increase in temperature difference between the Eastern and Western Hemisphere resulting in increase of east-west asymmetry (Eastern Hemisphere monsoon gets more and Western Hemisphere gets less precipitation).
Summary and discussion
Global Monsoon (GM) represents the dominant mode of the annual variation of the tropical precipitation and low-level winds, which defines the seasonality of Earth's climate. The annual variation of all regional monsoons can be viewed as an integrated GM system. This study investigates how much GM precipitation would increase for a given temperature increase due to a global warming and how the spatial distribution of precipitation would change using the two runs of the 20 CGCMs' simulation and projection in the CMIP5: the historical run under changing solar-volcanic forcing and anthropogenic influences from 1850 to 2005 and the RCP 4.5 run assuming that radiative forcing will stabilize at about 4.5 Wm Taking into account considerable uncertainty in the GM future change projected by the state-of-the art CGCMs, optimal selection of reliable models among 20 CMIP5 CGCMs is attempted based on models' performance in simulating GM precipitation during the period of 1980-2005. A metrics used for the evaluation includes (1) the annual mean precipitation, (2) the first and second annual cycle modes of annual variation, and (3) GM precipitation intensity and domain. The selected four best models' MME (B4MME) has a higher skill for the GM metrics with less uncertainty than other subsets of MMEs over the global region of 60°S-60°N, 0°-360°E. It is also noted that there are some improvement from the CMIP3 to CMIP5 in simulating the GM metrics, particularly the GM precipitation intensity and domain.
By comparing the climatological GM precipitation simulated by the B4MME during the RCP4.5 run period the CMIP5 B4MME (upper panels) and the CMIP3 4MME (lower panels). 5-year average was applied. The low-level WCS is defined by -U850 averaged over 10°S-10°N, 150°E-80°W and the HCS is defined by difference between 200 and 850-hPa divergence averaged over 40°E-80°W, 5°S-10°N with that during the historical run period , the projected future changes of the GM are summarized as follows.
• Monsoon domain will not change appreciably over land except Asia but will increase over oceanic monsoon regions by 6.3 %. The land monsoon domain over Asia tends to expand westward with 10.6 % of increase in monsoon extent (Fig. 4a ).
• The contribution of local summer rainfall to annual mean precipitation (monsoonality) will increase over most of the observed GM domains (including some part of the Western North Pacific-East Asia, Africa, Australia, South America monsoon) except over the South Asia and North American monsoon regions (Fig. 4b) . The monsoon gets more and the desert gets less precipitation through monsoon-desert coupling. The changes are more prominent over the NH than the SH.
• The annual range of the GM precipitation will amplify significantly along with increase of its annual mean over the Eastern Hemisphere monsoon region (African and Asian-Australian monsoons) while decrease over the western Hemisphere (north and South American monsoons) (Fig. 5) . Overall there will be a more prominent east-west asymmetry (Eastern Hemisphere monsoon gets more precipitation and Western
Hemisphere monsoon get less) and north-south asymmetry (NH monsoon gets more precipitation and SH monsoon gets less) in global monsoon precipitation.
• During austral summer, increase in monsoon precipitation is expected over the Southern Africa and northern and southeast Australia but decrease over the South American monsoon region. During boreal summer, a significant increase of monsoon precipitation over the Asian-western North Pacific monsoon region but remarkable decrease over the North American monsoon and Venezuelan monsoon regions (Fig. 7) . Thus, change of the annual range (Fig. 5b) is mainly due to local summer monsoon changes.
• It is noted that the substantial increase of the Asian monsoon precipitation in future may be attributable to enhancement and westward extension of the North Pacific Anticyclonic circulation and significant increase of atmospheric moisture over the region. On the contrary, dry region over Middle East and Western Europe will have a decrease of sea level pressure and much less increase of atmospheric moisture that together may contribute to the slight decrease of precipitation over the region (Fig. 9 ).
• The NH monsoon onset will be advanced and withdrawal will be delayed, indicating lengthening of summer monsoon period, particularly over the Asian monsoon region (Fig. 10) . Results also indicate that the NH extratropical region with Mediterranean climate characterized by warm/hot and dry summers and mild/ cool and wet winters will expect lengthening of winter rainy period.
Analysis of transient trend of annual mean GM precipitation obtained from the B4MME and its uncertainty from 1850 to 2100 and the RECG from 1900 to 2008 reveals following characteristics of changes.
• The B4MME realistically captures the trend and interdecadal variation for the recent 50 year period, indicating the projected GM changes may be reliable to a degree, although its uncertainty is still substantial (Fig. 11a ).
• The global mean of annual mean precipitation anomaly reaches about 0.12 mm day -1 at year of 2100 against climatology of 1980-2005 that is about 1.9 % increase per Kelvin global mean temperature. While the NH monsoon precipitation anomaly reaches about 0.25-0.3 mm day -1 at year of 2100 (1.3 % increase per Kelvin global mean temperature), there is a slight decreasing trend in the future projection of the SH monsoon precipitation (Figs. 11, 12 ).
• The B4MME predicts the significant increase of the NH monsoon precipitation, mainly contributed by the increase of the temperature difference between the NH and SH, enhancement of the Hadley circulation, and atmospheric moistening, against the stabilization of the lower as well as upper troposphere (Figs. 15, 16 ).
There is a slight decrease of the Walker circulation but not significant against the inter-model spread.
It is noted that the CMIP5 projections for the global monsoon change well agree with the CMIP3 results. However, there are several differences.
• The CMIP5 projects a less 'wet-get-wetter and dry-getdrier' pattern than the CMIP3 does (Fig. 5 ).
• The CMIP5 projects a larger increase in annual mean precipitation over the entire Asian monsoon and the West African monsoon region with less uncertainty than the CMIP3 (Fig. 5 ).
• The CMIP3 projects much larger decrease of the North American monsoon precipitation than the CMIP5. In addition, the CMIP3 projects a slight increase of the South American monsoon precipitation but the CMIP5 predicts a significant decrease (Fig. 7b ).
• The center of increased precipitation over the equatorial Pacific is located further to the east in the CMIP5 than CMIP3 (Fig. 5 ).
• The global mean temperature anomaly reaches at 2.2 K in the CMIP5 B4MME (Fig. 10 ) but 3.4 K in the CMIP3-4MME (not shown). However, response of precipitation is larger in the CMIP5 than the CMIP3. The CMIP3 4MME projects that global mean and GM precipitation will increase 1.4 and 1 %, respectively, per one degree warming (Fig. 13 ).
• Large discrepancies exist between the CMIP 3 and CMIP 5 selected models MME in terms of change of the SH monsoon precipitation rates. The CMIP5 B4MME predicts 0.3 % decrease of the SH mean monsoon precipitation per one degree warming (Fig. 12) , but the CMIP3 4MME projects 0.6 % increase (Fig. 13 ).
• The CMIP5 B4MME projects an increase of Hadley Cell strength by 4.1 % per one degree warming but the CMIP3 4MME predicts a significant decrease of it by 5.4 % per one degree warming. Both the CMIP5 and CMIP3 projects a decrease of Walker Cell strength but the change is insignificant in comparison with intermodel spread (Fig. 15) .
It is noted that precipitation conversion from water vapor is not effective over the entire globe as well as global monsoon region. The B4MME projects 1.9 and 1.3 % increase of global mean and GM precipitation, respectively, per Kelvin global mean temperature against 1980-2005 climatology. However, it is expected that 850-hPa specific humidity will increase 5.9 and 6.1 % per Kelvin global mean temperature over the globe and GM region, respectively. Vecchi and Soden (2006) attributed the inefficiency to the weakening of tropical circulation in CMIP3 model. Our results using the CMIP5 models indicate that the weakening of precipitation conversion efficiency in the future projection by the CMIP5 models may be attributed to the stabilization of the atmosphere due to vertically differential warming.
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